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1793 (1793)

NIKLAS NATT oCH DAG (b. 1979) debuted as an author with the historical literary novel 1793. Natt och Dag

himself  has an undeniable connection to Swedish history, being a member of  the oldest surviving noble

family in Sweden. When he isn’t writing or reading, Natt och Dag enjoys playing the guitar, mandolin, violin,

or the Japanese bamboo flute, shakuhachi.

Niklas Natt och Dag lives in Stockholm with his wife and their two sons.

L I T E R A R Y  F I C T I O N

The year is 1793. More than a year has passed since the death of  King Gustav III of  Sweden

and the nation is ruled with an iron fist by lord of  the realm Gustaf  Adolf  Reuterholm. In

the wake of  the old king’s passing, trust has turned into a sparse commodity. Paranoia and

whispered conspiracies can be found at every corner.  

A mutilated body is discovered in the malodorous waters of  Fatburen Lake on the island of

Södermalm. Missing both its legs and arms, the body has been disfigured beyond

recognition. Though Cecil Winge at the Stockholm Police is himself  marked for an early

death by consumption, he takes on the case of  solving the mystery of  the Fatburen corpse.

Cecil soon finds himself  entangled in a web of  dark secrets and boundless evil, a web with

threads reaching all the way to the upper echelons of  Stockholm society.  

In his debut novel 1793, Niklas Natt och Dag paints a compelling portrait of  late 18th

century Stockholm. Through the eyes of  the novel’s four narrators the powdered and

painted veneer of  the era is peeled back to reveal the frightful yet fascinating reality hidden

beyond the dry facts of  history texts. With one foot firmly planted in literary tradition and

the other in hardboiled suspense literature, Natt och Dag has with 1793 created an entirely

new genre of  suggestive and realistic historical noir.

Reading material: Swedish edition (452 pp) and a full English translation. 

Niklas Natt och Dag

RIghts solD

Brazil, Intrínseca
Catalonia, Empúries
China, Beijing Mediatime
Croatia, Fraktura
Czech Republic, Argo
Denmark, Rosinante
Estonia, Eesti Raamat
Finland, Johnny Kniga
France, sonatine
Germany, Piper
Greece, Metaixmio
Hungary, Alexandra
Iceland, Forlagi∂
Italy, Einaudi
Japan, shogakukan
Korea, sejong
Latvia, Zvaigzne ABC
Netherlands, Prometheus
Norway, Cappelen Damm
Poland, sonia Draga
Portugal, Penguin Random house
Romania, litera
Russia, Ripol
Serbia, samizdat
Spain, salamandra
Sweden, Forum
Turkey, Dogan Egmont
UK, John Murray
US, Atria (incl. Canada)
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This is a thrilling, unnerving, clever and beautiful
story. Reading it is like giving a little gift to oneself.” 

FREDRIK BACKMAN“



I varje ögonblick är vi fortfarande vid liv (In Every Moment We Are Still Alive)

ToM MALMqUIST (b. 1978) is the author of  In Every Moment We Are Still Alive, the bestselling novel that took

the literary world by storm, and redefined what it means to write about love, longing and loss. A highly

acclaimed poet, Malmquist had already been published twice before his first work of  prose reached the

reading audience and critics. Hailed as a “furiously beautiful” masterpiece by the press, In Every Moment We

Are Still Alive became the recipient of  several of  Sweden’s most prestigious literary awards.

L I T E R A R Y  F I C T I O N

Tom’s heavily pregnant girlfriend Karin is rushed to hospital with severe flu.

While the doctors are able to save the baby, they are helpless in the face of

what turns out to be acute leukemia, and in a moment as fleeting as it is

cruel Tom gains a daughter but loses his soul-mate. In Every Moment We Are

Still Alive is the story of  a year that changes everything, as Tom must

reconcile the fury of  bereavement with the overwhelming responsibility of

raising his daughter, Livia, alone.

By turns tragic and redemptive, meditative and breathless, achingly poignant and darkly funny,

this heavily autobiographical novel has been described as “hypnotic,” “impossible to resist”

and “one of  the most powerful books about grief  ever written.”

Reading material: Swedish (318 pp) and English edition.

• International Bestseller

• Almost 100 000 copies sold in Sweden alone

• Awarded the Karin Boye literary Prize 2015

• Awarded the Dagens Nyheter Culture Prize 2016

• Awarded the Albert Bonnier scholarship Fund 2015

• Shortlisted for the Nordic Council’s literature Prize 2016

Tom Malmquist

RIghts solD

China, sunshine (Simplified Chinese)
Czech Republic, Albatros/XYZ
Denmark, C&K
Estonia, Eesti Raamat
Finland, schildts & söderströms
France, Notabilia
Germany, Klett-Cotta
Iceland, Forlagi∂
Korea, Dasan
Netherlands, Ambo Anthos
Norway, gyldendal
Poland, Czarna owca
Portugal, Porto
Spain, turner
Sweden, Natur & Kultur
UK, sceptre
US, Melville house

“ People around me who picked up this book haven’t been able to put it down. Nor will
you be able to. Tom Malmquist has written one of  the most hypnotically terrifying love
stories I have ever read. Heartbreakingly relentless. /.../ This is a book written not only
in the grip of  strong emotions, but with brutal skill. The first hundred pages of
hospital inferno read like a single exhalation. There is no then, no later, just now.”

sYDsVENsKAN (SWEDEN)
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Den röda adressboken (The Red Address Book)

SoFIA LUNDBERG (b. 1974), a journalist and former magazine editor, is the debut author behind the Swedish

word-of-mouth and blog sensation The Red Address Book. 

Sofia lives in Stockholm with her son.

L I T E R A R Y  F I C T I O N

Life is a string of  meetings, each one like a pearl on a necklace. We meet and love, we

part ways and reunite, we share in joy and defeat, and we have our hearts broken.

96-year-old Doris has had the same address book since 1928. The little red

book holds her very own pearl necklace, the people she has met and loved

throughout her life. Now Doris lives alone in an apartment in central

Stockholm. Most of  the names in her book are crossed over, gone from this

world, and her only visitors are from the home care. Doris’ greatest source of  joy are the calls

from her grandniece Jenny on the other side of  the Atlantic. one day Doris begins to write

down the story of  how she met the people that shaped her life, so that Jenny, who will be the

only one to remember Doris, will be able to share her most precious possession: her

memories.

Reading material: Swedish (318 pp) and full English translation.

Sofia Lundberg

RIghts solD

Brazil, globo
China, Beijing Xiron (Simplified Chinese)

Czech Republic, Euromedia
Denmark, People’s Press
Estonia, Eesti Raamat
Finland, otava
France, Calmann-lévy
Germany, goldmann
Greece, Dioptra
Hungary, Alexandra
Iceland, Bjartur & Veröld
Israel, Modan
Italy, DeA Planeta
Korea, Moonye
Lithuania, Baltos lankos
Netherlands, Ambo Anthos
Norway, Cappelen Damm
Poland, W.A.B.
Portugal, Porto
Romania, litera
Russia, Ripol
Serbia, laguna
Slovakia, Ikar
Spain, harperCollins
Sweden, Forum
Turkey, Dogan Egmont
UK, the Borough Press
US, houghton Mifflin harcourt

“ It’s a fascinating read that will get under your skin and
evoke thoughts that stretch beyond the boundaries of
the text. A brilliant book and a summary of  what it
means to be human and the circumstances that form
and torment us. /.../ With a warmhearted and
stylistically confident hand [Sofia Lundberg] brings to
light relationships’ value, and paints an accurate
picture of  aging’s conditions. I sincerely hope that
Sofia Lundberg will find a following and that we will
get to see more of  her literary authorship.”

KultuRBloggEN (SWEDEN)
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The Hills (The Hills)

MATIAS FALDBAKKEN (b. 1973) is one of  Norway’s most critically acclaimed visual artists and writers. He is represented by some of  the

best contemporary art galleries in the world, including Paula Cooper gallery (New york), simon lee gallery (London), galerie

Eva Presenhuber (Zürich), galerie NEu (Berlin) and standard (oslo). Matias Faldbakken is the author of  the highly successful

Scandinavian Misanthropy trilogy, written under the pen-name Abo Rasul and hailed as one of  the most exciting and original literary

projects in contemporary Scandinavian fiction. The Hills is Faldbakken’s first novel in nine years and the very first he writes under his own name.

L I T E R A R Y  F I C T I O N

The restaurant The Hills stands at the center of  Matias Faldbakken’s new

novel, a story of  waiters and regulars, chandeliers and cloakroom

attendants, mezzanines and storage cellars, bar managers and in-house

pianists. It’s a continental interior that greets the visitor as they enter the

premises, a downtrodden mosaic of  concentric circles on the floor and

walls covered in portraits, drawings, paintings and stamps. The one who

guides the reader through this landscape is a waiter at the establishment, a veteran of  thirteen

years. With utter discretion and a complete knowledge of  all that goes on in his domain, he

is the eyes and ears of  the novel. The ideas and ambience of  old Europe are carefully guarded

at the run-down restaurant. A well-established order wherein everything has its place rules,

and little to nothing of  the outside world intrudes. Until the threat of  unrest and change comes

anyway, in the innocuous form of  a young woman quietly taking a seat among the regulars.

The Hills is an unexpected, smart and entertaining novel about collapsing structures and a

world caught somewhere between diligence and decay. Matias Faldbakken possesses a rare

talent for observation and an uncompromising eye for detail and humor as he pushes the

performances of  the novel to the point of  absurdity, and does so in a manner that evokes a sense of  unease as well as gravity. 

Reading material: Norwegian edition (240 pp) and a full English translation. 

Matias Faldbakken

RIghts solD

Canada, simon & schuster
Croatia, Fraktura
Czech Republic, Euromedia
Denmark, Rosinante
France, Fayard
Germany, heyne
Italy, Ponte alle grazie
Netherlands, Meulenhoff  Boekerij
Norway, oktober
Russia, Corpus
Spain, Duomo
Sweden, Mondial
Turkey, timas
UK, Doubleday
US, scout Press (incl. Canada)

“The Hills [is] one of  the most entertaining books I’ve read in a long while /.../ brings to mind novels
like thomas Mann’s The Magic Mountain, where the character gallery – placed at a spa in the Alps –
forms a miniature Europe that encourages analysis of  history as well as the present day.”

AFtENPostEN (NoRWAy)

“An elegantly formed parody, characterized by excess and humor, sharp observations and piercing social
criticism. /.../ The Hills is a grand and amusing read, with an added dose of  discomfort. Matias
Faldbakken demonstrates with this novel that he is an author in a class of  his own.”

DAgsAVIsEN (NoRWAy)

“It seems so effortlessly and candidly written, but truly The Hills numbers among the most
uncompromising works I have read in very long time. A unique read many ought to treat themselves to.”

VERDENs gANg (NoRWAy)

“A unique author. /.../ Faldbakken’s depictions of  the restaurant and its clientele arouse associations to
the German painter george grosz: precise but caricatured, classic but cartoonish and fairly dark and
grotesque. /.../ The image of  old Europe functions as a theatrical setting; just like the novel obviously
wasn’t written in 1927 Germany, even if  loose whispers would indicate otherwise.”

DAgENs NæRINgslIV (NoRWAy)
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“Matias Faldbakken emerges also this time as a humorous, elegant and,
plainly put, entertaining author. /.../ The Hills is a novel you will have
a hard time putting out of  your mind. This is something of  a gem.”

hAMAR ARBEIDERBlAD (NoRWAy)



Tiranan sydän (Heartlines)

PAJTIM STATovCI (b. 1990) moved from Kosovo to Finland with his family when he was two years old. His

debut novel, My Cat Yugoslavia, published in 2014, received widespread acclaim among critics and readers

alike, and Statovci won the helsingin sanomat literature Prize in the category ‘Best First Novel’. The

awarding jury praised the still only 24-year-old author’s ability to combine the dreamlike with the realistic,

and give old symbols new meaning and power. At present, Pajtim Statovci studies comparative literature at

the University of  Helsinki, and screenwriting at Aalto University School of  Arts, Design and Architecture. 

L I T E R A R Y  F I C T I O N

In the devastation of  post-Communist Albania, a place where first rulers,

then beliefs have collapsed and died, the young Bujar and his friend Agim

decide to seek out a new beginning. As they travel they carry with them the

age-old stories of  their ancestors, tales in which an Albanian’s honor can

conquer the weaknesses of  humankind.

years later a young man’s odyssey through the cities of  the world comes to an

end in a cold country by the sea. Will the man’s fragmented story finally reach closure, and can a traumatized mind ever truly find peace?

Pajtim Statovci’s second novel takes the reader to Albania, a mystical, fascinating place whose recent history is one full of  untold

personal tragedies. Heartlines is brutal and beautiful, a rich novel of  love and war, of  death and the cruelty of  living on the outside,

of  the lies that give stories their power.

Reading material: Finnish edition (271 pp) and an English sample. 

• National Bestseller • Awarded the toisinkoinen literature Prize 2016

Pajtim Statovci

RIghts solD

Finland, otava
Norway, gyldendal
Sweden, Norstedts
UK, Pushkin Press
US, Pantheon

Kissani Jugoslavia (My Cat Yugoslavia)

yugoslavia in the 1980s: In the midst of  a country in disintegration, a young

girl is married to a boy she hardly knows. Emine does her best to be a good

wife, but life brings a series of  disappointments. When war breaks out the

young mother of  four and her husband are forced to flee to the unknown

and remote Finland. In this cold country where foreigners are supposed to

gratefully accept a place on the fringes of  society, integration fails Emine,

and her everyday life becomes increasingly bleak.

Present-day Helsinki: Bekim, Emine’s son, struggles to find a place for himself  in Finnish

society. A young immigrant and homosexual, he feels like an outsider in what should be his

own home. A longing for companionship finally spurs him to buy a boa constrictor. But it’s

the cat he meets at a bar one wet evening that ends up changing his life, making him travel

back to Kosovo, and back to where it all began – for Bekim, for Emine, and for their family. 

My Cat Yugoslavia is a haunting literary work unafraid of  examining abuse, sexual orientation

and immigration. A unique addition to the literary genre, the award-winning novel possesses a driven narrative with the power to

spellbind.

Reading material: Finnish (286 pp) and English edition. 

• National Bestseller 

• Awarded the helsingin sanomat literature Prize 2014 for ‘Best First Novel’

• Shortlisted for the Flame Bearer Prize 2015 • Shortlisted for the Young Aleksis Prize 2015

RIghts solD

Czech Republic, Argo
Denmark, People’s Press
Estonia, tänapäev
Finland, otava
France, Denoël
Greece, Patakis
Hungary, Magvetö
Israel, Carmel
Italy, sperling & Kupfer 
Norway, gyldendal
Sweden, Norstedts
Turkey, Ithaki
UK, Pushkin Press
US, Pantheon
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Norma (Norma)

FINNISH-ESToNIAN novelist and playwright Sofi oksanen (b. 1977) debuted in 2003 with Stalin’s Cows,

earning her the recognition of  Northern Europe’s readers and critics. Her international breakthrough came

not long thereafter with the publication of  Purge. Translated into more than 40 languages, the novel earned

oksanen the title of  “literary phenomenon” in American press and innumerable awards, there-among the

Nordic Council literature Prize 2010. Sofi oksanen has with her powerfully evocative narrative

established herself  as one of  the greatest voices of  her generation.

L I T E R A R Y  F I C T I O N

When her mother suddenly dies in a suspicious accident, Norma Ross is left

with no one. The two have been constant companions throughout her life,

tied together by blood as well as a great secret. Inside of  Norma an

extraordinary magic is at work, and it has both blessed and cursed her with

supernaturally fast-growing hair, sensitive to the slightest change of  mood.

All of  her life Norma and her mother Anita have struggled to keep this

secret, and protect Norma from those who would consider her a freak. Now after Anita’s

death, photographs and videos in her home reveal that Norma’s mother knew far more about

her daughter’s affliction than she let on.

To find the answer to who is responsible for her mother’s death, Norma begins to work at

the same salon as Anita did. But just as Norma has her motives for taking the job, so do her

employer and the patriarch of  the family running the salon have theirs for bringing her into

the fold. Trapped in a net of  deceit and paranoia, Norma must fight for her freedom – and

for the truth.

Sofi oksanen’s Norma is a dark family drama with fantastical undertones. oksanen is

spellbinding as she elegantly weaves together the past with the present and introduces the

compelling character Norma and her world.

Reading material: Finnish (304 pp) and English edition. 

• No. 1 National Bestseller

• The second most sold book in Finland of  2015

• Shortlisted for the Young Aleksis literature Prize 2016

Sofi Oksanen

RIghts solD

Brazil, Record
Canada, house of  Anansi
Croatia, Fraktura
Czech Republic, Euromedia
Denmark, Rosinante
Estonia, Varrak
Finland, like
France, stock
Germany, Kiepenheuer & Witsch
Greece, Patakis
Hungary, scolar
Iceland, Forlagi∂
Italy, Feltrinelli
Korea, Bookplaza
Latvia, Zvaigzne ABC
Lithuania, Versus Aureus
Netherlands, Prometheus
Norway, oktober
Poland, Znak
Portugal, Penguin Random house
Spain, salamandra (World Spanish)
Sweden, Albert Bonniers
Turkey, Dogan Egmont
Ukraine, Folio
UK, Atlantic Books
US, Knopf

Sofi oksanen is one of  the brightest shining
stars in Nordic literature. /.../ I want to
devour [Norma] whole – and at the same time
pause to make it last longer. Sofi oksanen is
simply fantastic, and here she is at her best.”

NoRRKÖPINgs tIDNINgAR (SWEDEN)

“
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Antti Tuomainen

L I T E R A R Y  F I C T I O N

ANTTI TUoMAINEN (b. 1971) is one of  Finland’s most acclaimed and award-winning crime fiction writers. To

date, Tuomainen’s works have been translated into more than 25 languages. Crowned “The King of  Helsinki

Noir”, Tuomainen’s piercing and evocative style has never stopped evolving. In The Man Who Died, his most

recent novel, Tuomainen displays a new side of  his authorship and unveils his multifaceted ability in full. The

novel, which combines Tuomainen’s trademark suspense with a darkly tinged humor, has won the hearts of

readers and critics alike, and secured him the new title of  King of  Noir Comedy.

10

Successful mushroom entrepreneur Jaakko Kaunismaa is a man in his prime.

Just 37 years old, Jaakko is shocked to hear his doctor tell him that he’s

dying. Moreover, the signs point to the cause being a prolonged exposure to

toxins – someone has been poisoning him, slowly but surely. Determined to

find out who wants him dead, Jaakko embarks on a rollercoaster journey

lined with outlandish characters, bizarre situations, and unexpected twists.

The Man Who Died is a thriller brimming with the black comedy of  life and death, love and

betrayal. Combining the suspense of  Scandinavian noir tradition with a quirky, dark humor,

the novel displays an entirely new side of  Antti Tuomainen’s authorship. In The Man Who Died, Aki Kaurismäki meets Arto

Paasilinna in a Fargo-like novel full of  thrills, dark laughs, and twists. 

Reading material: Finnish edition (301 pp) and full English translation.

• National Bestseller

• 12 weeks in the top 10 on the Finnish bestseller list

RIghts solD

Czech Republic, Zlin
Finland, like
France, Fleuve Noir
Germany, Rowohlt
Poland, Albatros
UK, orenda (World English)

Mies joka kuoli (The Man Who Died)

“ A great book.”
AKI KAuRIsMÄKI

“ In the field of  Finnish crime fiction, Antti Tuomainen is the
phenomenal star of  the 21st century. one novel after another,
he constructs a set-up so intense that the mounting suspense is
infallible. This holds true also for the new The Man Who Died.”

AAMulEhtI (FINLAND)

FIlM RIghts

Finland, luminoir



Johanna Holmström

L I T E R A R Y  F I C T I O N

JoHANNA HoLMSTRöM (b. 1981) was born and raised in Sibbo, on the Swedish-speaking southern coast of

Finland, and now lives in Helsinki. only 22 years old she made her literary debut with a collection of  short

stories, Imprisoned and Other Novels, which was shortlisted for the 2004 swedish Radio short story Award.

Holmström went on to win the svenska Dagbladet literature Prize and the swedish YlE literature

Prize for her subsequent collection Camera Obscura, and in 2013 she published her first full-length novel,

Asphalt Angels. The internationally acclaimed novel heralded the start of  a powerful and sensitive new

authorship, unflinching in its explorations of  the painful aspects of  human relations and women’s history.

11

An autumn night in 1891, Kristina Andersson drowns her two sleeping

children in the Aura river. When their pale faces have faded from view she rows

home. The next morning regret sets in, but it’s too late. Kristina is sent to the

asylum on Själö, an island in the Åbo archipelago. It’s a place few ever leave.

Forty years later, it’s seventeen-year-old Elli’s turn. The daughter of  a

bourgeois family, Elli wants something more than what the rigid structure of  her family home

can offer. She gets a summer job at an office, falls head over heels in love and runs away only to be embroiled in a Bonnie and Clyde-

style set-up by a spurned lover. When she’s caught she too is brought to Själö, where time seems to have come to a standstill. The

nurse Sigrid becomes the link between Kristina and Elli, the old and the new. But time is threatening to catch up with Själö and its

inhabitants. War is brewing in Europe and will soon touch their shores too.

Johanna Holmström’s evocative and striking tale Island of  Souls has its basis in reality and the tragic human fates that permeated the

walls of  the real-life asylum on Själö. Island of  Souls is a novel about motherhood, the evil, the good, and the utterly ordinary. About

the price that three women must pay for their weakness, longing, love, sorrow, and friendship. But most of  all perhaps, it is a book

about madness, and how its definition has shifted as it has been used on women throughout time.

Reading material: Swedish edition (338 pp) and an English sample. 

RIghts solD

Croatia, VBZ
Finland, Förlaget (Swedish language)
Finland, otava
Germany, ullstein
Poland, sonia Draga
Sweden, Norstedts

Själarnas ö (Island of Souls)

“ Island of  Souls is a beautiful and well-written novel with
great empathy for the main characters. /…/ Holmström’s
prose is poetic and possesses a historical resonance.”

YlE (FINLAND)



Vi mot er (Us Against You – Beartown #2)

FREDRIK BACKMAN (b. 1981), made his literary debut in 2012 with the global sensation A Man Called Ove.

Wickedly funny, touching and wise, Fredrik Backman’s novels are odysseys of  the ordinary man and

woman, and stunningly moving tales of  everyday courage. To date Fredrik Backman has written five highly

acclaimed novels, two heartfelt novellas about life, love and death, and one non-fiction book about

parenthood. His books have sold more than 8 million copies in 44 languages. The film adaptation of  A

Man Called Ove was nominated for two Academy Awards, and is now turning into an American remake

starring tom hanks.

L I T E R A R Y  F I C T I O N

Us Against You tells the story of  the months after the terrible events that

shook Beartown last spring. Best friends Maya and Ana spend the summer

on a hidden island, trying to leave the world behind, but nothing goes as

they hope. Beartown and neighboring Hed’s rivalry grows into a furious

struggle for money, power, and survival that explodes as their hockey teams

meet. When a player’s most closely guarded secret is revealed, a whole

community is forced to show what it really wants to stand for.

They will say that the violence came to Beartown that year, but it will be a lie. The violence

was already there.

Fredrik Backman’s Us Against You, the stand-alone sequel to Beartown, is a powerful depiction

of  the poignant and striking relationships of  a small town. It’s a story about loyalty,

friendship, and a love that challenges everything.

Reading material: Swedish edition (525 pp) and full English translation.

Fredrik Backman

RIghts solD

Bulgaria, Ciela
Canada, simon & schuster
China, Beijing Xiron (Simplified Chinese)

Czech Republic, host
Denmark, People’s Press
Finland, otava
Germany, Fischer
Hungary, Animus
Iceland, Bjartur & Veröld
Israel, Yediot
Italy, Mondadori
Korea, Dasan
Netherlands, Q
Norway, Cappelen Damm
Romania, Editura Art
Slovakia, Ikar
Slovenia, Mladinska
Sweden, Forum
Taiwan, ten Points (Complex Chinese)
UK, Michael Joseph
US, Atria

“ It’s rare that one cares about so many characters in a book, and seldom that one comes so
close to a whole community. But the leading role in Backman’s novels about Beartown is,
after all, played by the sports community. It’s a love declaration of  the highest order.”

gÖtEBoRgs-PostEN (SWEDEN)
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FIlM RIghts

Sweden, Filmlance International



Björnstad (Beartown – Beartown #1)

Winning a junior ice hockey championship might not mean a lot to the

average person, but it means everything to the residents of  Beartown, a

community slowly being eaten alive by unemployment and the surrounding

wilderness. A victory like this would draw national attention to the ailing

town: it could attract government funding and an influx of  talented athletes

who would choose Beartown over the big nearby cities. A victory like this

would certainly mean everything to Amat, a short, scrawny teenager who is treated like an

outcast everywhere but on the ice; to Kevin, a star player just on the cusp of  securing his

golden future in the NHL; and to Peter, their dedicated general manager whose own

professional hockey career ended in tragedy.

At first, it seems like the team might have a shot at fulfilling the dreams of  their entire town.

But one night at a drunken celebration following a key win, something happens between

Kevin and the general manager’s daughter – and the next day everything seems to have

changed. Accusations are made and, like ripples on a pond, they travel through all of

Beartown, leaving no resident unaffected. With so much riding on the success of  the team,

the line between loyalty and betrayal becomes difficult to discern. At last, it falls to one young

man to find the courage to speak the truth that it seems no one else wants to hear.

Fredrik Backman knows that we are forever shaped by the places we call home, and in this

emotionally powerful, sweetly insightful story, he explores what can happen when we carry

the heavy weight of  other people’s dreams on our shoulders.

Reading material: Swedish edition (473 pp) and full English translation.

RIghts solD

Bulgaria, Ciela
Canada, simon & schuster
China, Beijing Xiron (Simplified Chinese)

Czech Republic, host
Denmark, People’s Press
Finland, otava
Germany, Fischer
Hungary, Animus
Iceland, Bjartur & Veröld
Israel, Yediot
Italy, Mondadori
Korea, Dasan
Netherlands, Q
Norway, Cappelen Damm
Romania, Editura Art
Slovakia, Ikar
Slovenia, Mladinska
Sweden, Forum
Taiwan, ten Points (Complex Chinese)
UK, Michael Joseph
US, Atria

“ Backman is a masterful writer, his characters familiar yet distinct, flawed yet heroic. /.../ There
are scenes that bring tears, scenes of  gut-wrenching despair, and moments of  sly humor /.../
Like Friday Night Lights, this is about more than youth sports; it’s part coming-of-age novel,
part study of  moral failure, and finally a chronicle of  groupthink in which an unlikely hero
steps forward to save more than one person from self-destruction. A thoroughly empathetic
examination of  the fragile human spirit, Backman’s latest will resonate a long time.”

KIRKus REVIEWs (US)

“ Fredrik Backman puts out some of  the most human novels. Each and every work is
carefully, delicately crafted, delving into the emotional depths of  individuals that one might
not look twice in real life. /…/ Beartown is undoubtedly his masterpiece.”

NEW YoRK JouRNAl oF BooKs (US)
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FIlM RIghts

Sweden, Filmlance International



L I T E R A R Y  F I C T I O N

Ditt livs affär (The Deal of a Lifetime)
It is Christmas Eve and a father and son are meeting for the first time in

years. The father has a story he needs to share before it’s too late. As he tells

his son about a courageous little girl lying in a hospital bed a few miles away,

he reveals even more about himself: his triumphs in business, his failures as

a parent, his past regrets, his hopes for the future.

Now, on this night before Christmas, the father has been given the

unexpected chance to do something remarkable that could change the destiny of  a little girl he

hardly knows. But before he can make the deal of  a lifetime, he must find out what his own

life has actually been worth, and only his son can reveal the answer.

With humor and compassion, Fredrik Backman’s The Deal of  a Lifetime reminds us that life is

a fleeting gift, and our legacies rest in how we share that gift with those we love.

Reading material: English edition (96 pp) and Swedish manuscript.

“ Each of  [Backman’s] books have been a pleasure to read —
well-paced and with characters so well developed you feel
as if  you know them and how they think and see things; you
feel as though you’re watching and listening not reading.
Always with this writer the story is fully packed with wise
insights into the human experience causing characters and
readers to ponder life’s great question of  who we are, what
we hope to be and how we should lead our lives.”

WAshINgtoN tIMEs (US)

“ As popular Swedish exports go, Backman
is up there with Abba and stieg larsson.”

NEW YoRK tIMEs (US)
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RIghts solD

Bulgaria, Ciela
Canada, simon & schuster
China, guomai (Simplified Chinese)
Hungary, Animus
Korea, Dasan
Sweden, Forum
UK, Michael Joseph
US, Atria

FIlM RIghts

US, No trace Camping



L I T E R A R Y  F I C T I O N

Och varje morgon blir vägen hem längre och längre (And Every Morning the Way Home Gets Longer and Longer)

From the New York Times bestselling author of  A Man Called Ove, My

Grandmother Asked Me To Tell You She’s Sorry, and Britt-Marie Was Here comes

an exquisitely moving portrait of  an elderly man’s struggle to hold on to his

most precious memories, and his family’s efforts to care for him even as

they must find a way to let go.

Grandpa and Noah are sitting on a bench in a square that keeps getting

smaller every day. The square is strange but also familiar, full of  the odds and ends that have

made up their lives: Grandpa’s work desk, the stuffed dragon that Grandpa once gave to

Noah, the sweet-smelling hyacinths that Grandma loved to grow in her garden.

As they wait together on the bench, they tell jokes and discuss their shared love of

mathematics. Grandpa recalls what it was like to fall in love with his wife, what it was like to

lose her. She’s as real to him now as the first day he met her, but he dreads the day when he

won’t remember her.

Sometimes Grandpa sits on the bench next to Ted, Noah’s father – Ted who never liked

math, prefers writing and playing guitar, and has waited his entire life for his father to have

time for him, to accept him. But in their love of  Noah, they have found a common bond.

Grandpa, Grandma, Ted, and Noah all meet here, in this peculiar space that is growing dimmer and more confusing all the time. And

here is where they will learn to say goodbye, the scent of  hyacinths in the air, nothing to fear. This little book with a big message is

certain to be treasured for generations to come.

Reading material: Swedish (96 pp) and English edition.

RIghts solD

Bulgaria, Ciela
Canada, simon & schuster
China, Beijing Xiron (Simplified Chinese)

Czech Republic, host
Denmark, People’s Press
Germany, Fischer
Hungary, Animus
Iceland, Bjartur & Veröld
Israel, Yediot
Italy, Mondadori
Korea, Dasan
Netherlands, Q
Norway, Cappelen Damm
Sweden, Forum
Taiwan, ten Points (Complex Chinese)
UK, Michael Joseph
US, Atria

“ I read this beautifully imagined and moving novella in one
sitting, utterly wowed, wanting to share it with everyone I know.”

lIsA gENoVA

“ Fredrik Backman has a knack for weaving tales that are believable and fanciful.
Backman’s smooth story-telling infuses his characters with charm and wit.”

st. louIs Post-DIsPAtCh (US)
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N O N - F I C T I O N

Saker min son behöver veta om världen (Things My Son Needs to Know About the World)
To my son. I ask your forgiveness already now. For everything I’m going to do wrong. For

everything I’m not going to get. For the minibus. For the shorts. For the “Beer built this

beautiful body” T-shirt. For trying to high-five your friends. This book is for you. A book

about the things I think you need to know about the world. About soccer, IKEA, being

a man, God, and deep-fried Snickers ice cream. About missing car keys and why daddy

had to kill the singing plastic giraffe.

Most of  all it is a book about trying to be a good parent. Because I want you to know that I really did the

best I could. No one googled more than I.

Things My Son Needs to Know About the World is a father’s floundering attempt to explain the

world to a two-year-old. Fredrik Backman humorously strips away all the anxieties and

shortcomings of  the 21st century parent in this charming book full of  honest fears and

unconditional declarations of  love that go straight to the heart.

Reading material: Swedish edition (201 pp) and full English translation.

RIghts solD

Bulgaria, Ciela
Canada, simon & schuster
China, guomai (Simplified Chinese)
Czech Republic, host
Denmark, People’s Press
Estonia, tänapäev
Germany, Fischer
Hungary, Animus
Italy, Mondadori
Korea, Dasan
Lithuania, Alma littera
Netherlands, Q
Norway, Cappelen Damm
Sweden, Forum
UK, Michael Joseph
US, Atria

“ A letter in book format, executed with humor and a nostalgic insight. /…/
The perfect gift for all new parents, not only fathers – because even if
Backman loves to do his ‘Dad was right, Mom wasn’t’-dance in front of
strangers, it’s the mothers who will be amused by his efforts most of  all.”

BRIgIttE (GERMANy)

“ Excellent and touching, but most of  all full of  funny and silly
comments and observations. /…/ Fredrik Backman has once
again written something absolutely wonderful and remarkable.”

lIttERAtuRsIDEN (DENMARK)
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Anders Rydell

N O N - F I C T I O N

ANDERS RyDELL (b. 1982) is an established journalist, editor, and author of  nonfiction. As the Head of

Culture at a major Swedish media group, Rydell directs the coverage of  arts and culture in 14 national

newspapers. In his authorial career he has published several books, thereamong the acclaimed nonfiction

works The Looters and The Book Thieves. The novels constitute two thirds of  a planned trilogy on the theme

of  cultural plunder during World War II, but can also be read as stand-alone works.

The Book Thieves consolidates Rydell’s position as an authority on the

fate art and literature suffered during and after WWII. The book is the

dramatic and brutal story of  how the Nazis stole millions of  books

from private collections and looted thousands of  libraries in the

occupied countries. It is also the heart-wrenching story of  how a

people was deprived not only of  its freedom, but its emotional and

intellectual heritage. And how that priceless literary treasure was turned on them and

used as a tool of  their destruction.

Anders Rydell’s engaging narrative takes us on a journey through the continent as he digs

deep into the libraries of  Berlin and Paris, wanders the streets of  what once was the lost

civilization of  Thessaloniki, and searches for the mysteriously disappeared ancient tomes

of  Rome’s Jewish library. In the book we also follow Rydell on a dramatic voyage as he

is entrusted with an invaluable little tome: the only remaining possession of  one of  those

lost to the Holocaust. As the highly personal nature of  the sin committed by the Nazis

suddenly becomes achingly clear, The Book Thieves is transformed into a documentary of  a hitherto unseen aspect of  the war, and a

moving tale of  a family whose past has finally been reclaimed.

Reading material: Swedish (368 pp) and English edition.

• Shortlisted for the Kirkus Prize 2017 for ‘Non-Fiction’

RIghts solD

Brazil, Planeta
China, Commercial Press (Simplified Chinese)
Czech Republic, Zlin
Denmark, Information
Finland, gummerus
Italy, Centauria
Japan, Kokushokankokai
Lithuania, Versus Aureus
Netherlands, Atlas Contact
Norway, Mime
Russia, Ripol
Sweden, Norstedts
Taiwan, Marco Polo (Complex Chinese)

US, Viking (World English)

Boktjuvarna (The Book Thieves)
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“ An erudite exploration of  the systematic plundering of  libraries and book collections by Nazi
invaders. /.../ An engrossing, haunting journey for bibliophiles and World War II historians.”

KIRKus REVIEWs (US) *Starred Review*



G R A P H I C  F I C T I O N

SIMoN STÅLENHAG (b. 1984) is the internationally acclaimed author, concept designer, and artist behind

Tales from the Loop and Things from the Flood. His highly imaginative images and stories depicting illusive sci-

fi phenomena in mundane, hyper-realistic Scandinavian and American landscapes have made Stålenhag one

of  the most sought-after visual storytellers in the world. Tales from the Loop was ranked one of  the “10 Best

Dystopias” by the guardian, along with such works as Franz Kafka’s The Trial and Andrew Niccol’s

Gattaca. The Electric State is Stålenhag’s highly anticipated third book.

Simon Stålenhag

Passagen (The Electric State)

In late 1997, a runaway teenager and her yellow toy robot travel west

through a strange USA, where the ruins of  gigantic battle drones

litter the countryside along with the discarded trash of  a high tech

consumerist society in decline. As their car nears the edge of  the continent, the world outside the

window seems to unravel at an ever faster pace, as if  somewhere beyond the horizon, the hollow core

of  civilization has finally caved in.

Simon Stålenhag is the internationally lauded artist and author of  Tales from the Loop and Things from the Flood, the narrative art books

that stunned the world with a vision of  an alternative 1980’s and 1990’s Scandinavia, where technology has invaded the tranquil

landscapes to form an entirely new universe of  the eerie and the nostalgic. Now, Stålenhag turns his unique vision to America in a

new narrative art book: The Electric State.

Reading material: Swedish edition (126 pp) and full English translation.

RIghts solD

Sweden, Fria ligan





There is no doubt that Sweden has gained a
new leading suspense writer in Engström.”

sVENsKA DAgBlADEt (SWEDEN)“

Tbilisi, July 2016. Pauline Hollister has secrets, dark ones. The

businesswoman turns to Ludwig Licht, now working for the security

company EXPLCo’s Georgian branch. But before she can tell him

everything she knows, Pauline disappears.

Meanwhile, the Caucasian republic is fraying at the seams due to a series of

terror attacks in the capital. In the North, Russia’s presence looms greater than ever. What was it Pauline wanted to

tell Licht – what has she set in motion? Ludwig is soon facing his most dangerous, not to mention ruthless, opponent to date: a man

he used to know as his superior in the Stasi.

East of  the Abyss is the fourth and final installment in Thomas Engström’s award-winning series about Ludwig Licht, former Stasi

agent and star CIA spy in the DDR turned freelancing problem solver.

Reading material: Swedish edition (376 pp).

RIghts solD

Germany, C. Bertelsmann
Netherlands, Ambo Anthos
Poland, sonia Draga
Sweden, Albert Bonniers

Öster om avgrunden (East of the Abyss)

C R I M E  F I C T I O N

Thomas Engström
THoMAS ENGSTRöM (b. 1975) is an established writer and journalist, specializing in security policy affairs

and foreign politics. During his academic and professional career he’s obtained a law degree with

emphasis on International Law and Human Rights, as well as the title ‘Columnist of  the year’, and now

most recently the swedish Academy of  Crime Writers’ ‘Debutant of  the year’ award for West of

Liberty, the first installment in his Ludwig Licht quartet. The novels follow the life of  a former Stasi

agent and CIA spy turned barkeeper and freelance problem solver. Engström is also an experienced

translator from English to Swedish, including works by Barack obama, Mark Bowden and Ian

Kershaw.
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ALBERT BONNIERS FÖRLAG

T H R I L L E R

E N G S T R O M
T H O M A S

T H E  L U D W I G  L I C H T  q UA R T E T

#1 #2 #3 #4



Copenhagen is a city encapsulated in ice. Police Sergeant Jeppe Kørner has

just returned home from a long vacation, one that’s managed to spark his

old passion for life. The holiday mood is abruptly dampened by the

appearance of  a dead man in a snowdrift in a park. The police suspect that

they’re dealing with a case of  a homeless person frozen to death, but it’s

soon evident that it is a bestial murder, of  a far more well-known person.

Things are not always what they seem. Esther de Laurenti, professional pensioner and

busybody, knows this better than anyone. She traces Police Sergeants Jeppe Kørner and

Anette Werner’s footsteps and starts her very own investigation. She and the two sergeants

will have to move fast to solve the murder case, one that turns out to involve Jeppe’s best

friend, broken dreams, radio shows, and an extremely sophisticated murder weapon.

Katrine Engberg’s Blood Moon is the second novel about the Police Sergeants Jeppe Kørner and Anette Werner.

Reading material: Danish edition (350 pp) and an English sample.

• National Bestseller 

• 15 weeks on the Danish bestseller list

RIghts solD

Czech Republic, Motto
Denmark, People’s Press
Germany, Diogenes
Greece, Dioptra
Lithuania, Baltos lankos
Netherlands, Bruna
Norway, goliat
Poland, Zysk
Russia, Ast
Turkey, Ithaki

Blodmåne (Blood Moon)

A young woman is discovered brutally murdered in her home, a pattern

carved into her face. Police Sergeants Jeppe Kørner and Anette Werner of

the Copenhagen Police are assigned to the case. A link is quickly established

between the murder victim – Julie Stender – and her landlady, Esther de

Laurenti. Seeing in Julie a shade of  her own carefully hidden past, the older

woman has used Julie as a character in her still unfinished mystery novel.

Something that resulted in the young woman’s death both on and off  paper. But when the

evidence points to Esther being the focus of  a game of  vengeance rather than their killer,

Police Sergeants Jeppe and Anette must go back into the two women’s pasts to uncover the

secret that made them targets of  not only a killer bent on revenge, but the puppetmaster who

has been pulling his strings all along.

Katrine Engberg’s debut novel The Courser is a finely wrought work of  chilling suspense, full of  sinister twists and sensitively portrayed

human fates. The novel is the first in a trilogy featuring the Police Sergeants Jeppe Kørner and Anette Werner. 

Reading material: Danish edition (368 pp) and an English sample.

• National Bestseller 

• Shortlisted for the BogForum Debutant Prize 2016

RIghts solD

Czech Republic, Motto
Denmark, lindhardt og Ringhof
Germany, Diogenes
Greece, Dioptra
Lithuania, Baltos lankos
Netherlands, Bruna
Norway, goliat
Poland, Zysk
Russia, Ast
Turkey, Ithaki

Krokodillevogteren (The Courser)

C R I M E  F I C T I O N
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Katrine Engberg
KATRINE ENGBERG (b. 1975) had already attained the status of  acclaimed dancer and choreographer

when she made her writer’s debut as a non-fiction author in 2006. Engberg has continued to contribute

to the Arts since, both as a director and a choreographer, working within television and theatre. Her

authorship has likewise blossomed into one full of  sensitive portrayals and ingeniously intertwined plot

threads. The Courser is Katrine Engberg’s first crime fiction novel, and the start of  a new series hailed for

its artful originality and beautiful prose.



A high-speed car chase ends in tragedy as one of  the cars drives off  the

docks in Helsingborg harbor. In the front seat is one of  Sweden’s most

affluent IT-entrepreneurs. Initially the signs point to an accident, but a

closer examination of  the body shows that it has been frozen. Stranger

yet is the time of  death: two months before the accident in the harbor.

Two years have passed since the events of  Victim Without a Face. Fabian

Risk has taken advantage of  the quiet at work to focus on patching things up with his

family, while across the strait Dunja Hougaard has donned the uniform once more, this

time as a police officer. When a homeless person is brutally beaten to death, Dunja can’t

stop herself  from starting an investigation of  her own. Before long the clues take her to

Sweden and Helsingborg, where Risk is investigating the peculiar case of  the frozen

millionaire.

Suggestive and chilling, Eighteen Below Zero is the third stand-alone installment in the

Fabian Risk series.

Reading material: Swedish (536 pp) and English edition.

• International Bestseller

RIghts solD

Canada, Anansi
Czech Republic, Euromedia
Denmark, lindhardt og Ringhof
Estonia, helios
Finland, WsoY
Germany, ullstein
Greece, Dioptra
Hungary, Animus
Iceland, ugla
Japan, harperCollins
Latvia, Mansards
Lithuania, Baltos lankos
Netherlands, Ambo Anthos
Norway, Aschehoug
Poland, Marginesy
Romania, litera
Russia, Ast
Slovakia, Ikar
Sweden, Forum
UK, head of  Zeus
US, st. Martin’s Press

Arton grader minus (Eighteen Below Zero)

C R I M E  F I C T I O N
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T H E  FA B I A N  R I S K  S E R I E S

#1 #2 #3

A visually told thriller with a break-neck pace.”
DAgENs NYhEtER (SWEDEN)“

Stefan Ahnhem
STEFAN AHNHEM (b. 1966) is one of  the most successful new voices to appear on the Scandinavian crime

fiction scene in recent years. A screenwriter with over two decades of  experience, Ahnhem has since his

debut in 2014 with Victim Without a Face built an authorship where the suspense and atmosphere of  Nordic

noir is combined with the cinematic qualities of  screenwriting. To date three novels have been published in

the internationally bestselling and award-winning Fabian Risk series.

FIlM RIghts

Denmark, Nordisk Film
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Criminal Investigator Fabian Risk has left Stockholm with his wife,

Sonja, and their two children to start fresh in his hometown of

Helsingborg. He has planned a six-week vacation before he starts a new

job at the Homicide Department. But after only a few hours in their new

home, he is asked to investigate a brutal murder. The body of  Jörgen

Pålsson, one of  Risk’s former classmates, has been found with both

hands missing. Soon the bodies of  several other old classmates are found, and Risk finds

himself  in a race against time: Can they find the murderer before the entire class is killed?

The first book in the internationally bestselling and award-winning series about Fabian

Risk, Stefan Ahnhem’s Victim Without a Face is a chilling novel about the ultimate revenge.

Reading material: Swedish (591 pp) and English edition.

• International Bestseller

• 150 000 copies sold in Sweden alone

• Shortlisted for the Polish lubimyczytac’s ‘Book of  the year Award 2016’

RIghts solD

Canada, Anansi
Czech Republic, Euromedia
Denmark, lindhardt og Ringhof
Estonia, helios
Finland, WsoY
France, Albin Michel
Germany, ullstein
Greece, Dioptra
Hungary, Animus
Iceland, ugla
Italy, sperling & Kupfer
Japan, harperCollins
Korea, Economic Daily & Business
Latvia, Mansards
Lithuania, Baltos lankos
Netherlands, Ambo Anthos
Norway, Aschehoug
Poland, Marginesy
Romania, litera
Russia, Ast
Slovakia, Ikar
Spain, Roca
Sweden, Forum
Turkey, Koridor
UK, head of  Zeus
US, st. Martin’s Press

Offer utan ansikte (Victim Without a Face)

C R I M E  F I C T I O N

Blacker than stieg larsson and more
bleakly human than henning Mankell.”

toNY PARsoNs“

Recalls henning Mankell at his best in its whip-smart observations,
flawed but endearing characters and gruesome appeal.”

suNDAY tIMEs (UK)“

FIlM RIghts

Denmark, Nordisk Film



C R I M E  F I C T I O N
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Joona Linna has spent two years in a high security prison when he is taken

off  to attend a secret meeting. The police need his help to stop a

mysterious killer who goes by the name of  the Rabbit Hunter. The only

connection between the victims is that they all hear a child chanting a

rhyme about rabbits before the killer strikes. A quirk of  fate unexpectedly

places celebrity chef  Rex Müller at the centre of  events. He is about to

look after his son Sammy for the first time. But instead of  three relaxing weeks, he finds

himself  in a terrifying fight for survival. Joona Linna and Saga Bauer are forced to work

together in secret to put a stop to the Rabbit Hunter before it’s too late.

you never know what fate has in store for you, or what might catch up with you if  you don’t

start running right now.

Thriller maestro Lars Kepler is back with a new page-turner about Detective Inspector

Joona Linna.

Reading material: Swedish (572 pp) and English edition.

• No. 1 International Bestseller

• More than 451 000 copies sold in Sweden alone

• The most sold novel in Sweden of  2016

• The most sold crime novel in Norway of  2016

• A film franchise and a Tv-series is in development with oscar winning producer steve

golin (Spotlight, The Revenant, True Detective, Mr. Robot)

RIghts solD

Canada, McClelland & stewart
Croatia, Fraktura
Czech Republic, host
Denmark, gyldendal
Estonia, Pegasus
Finland, tammi
France, Actes sud
Germany, lübbe
Hungary, Animus
Iceland, Forlagi∂
Israel, Modan
Italy, longanesi
Korea, Bookplaza
Latvia, Mansards
Lithuania, Media Incognito
Netherlands, Cargo
Norway, Cappelen Damm
Poland, Dolnoslaskie
Portugal, Porto
Russia, Corpus
Slovakia, Ikar
Spain, Penguin Random house
Sweden, Albert Bonniers
UK, harperCollins
US, Knopf

Kaninjägaren (The Rabbit Hunter)

Lars Kepler
LARS KEPLER is the pseudonym of  critically acclaimed husband and wife team

Alexandra Coelho Ahndoril (b. 1966) and Alexander Ahndoril (b. 1967), authors of

the No. 1 internationally bestselling Joona Linna series. With six installments to date,

the series has sold ten million copies in 40 languages. The Ahndorils were both

established writers before they adopted the pen name Lars Kepler, and have each

published several acclaimed novels. 

Lars Kepler is Sweden’s bestselling author. 

Far more energetic than henning Mankell, as socially
involved as stieg larsson but a better writer, Kepler
matches the great Jo Nesbø for gothic excitement.”

thE AustRAlIAN (AUSTRALIA)“
T H E  J O O N A  L I N N A  S E R I E S

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6

FIlM RIghts

US, Anonymous Content



In the frigid clime of  Tumba, Sweden, a gruesome triple homicide attracts

the interest of  Detective Inspector Joona Linna, who demands to

investigate the murders. The killer is still at large, and there’s only one

surviving witness – the boy whose family was killed before his eyes.

Whoever committed the crimes wanted this boy to die: he’s suffered more

than one hundred knife wounds and lapsed into a state of  shock.

Desperate for information, Linna sees only one option: hypnotism. He enlists Dr. Erik

Maria Bark to mesmerize the boy, hoping to discover the killer through his eyes.

It’s the sort of  work that Bark has sworn he would never do again – ethically dubious and

psychically scarring. When he breaks his promise and hypnotizes the victim, a long and

terrifying chain of  events begins to unfurl.

The No. 1 international bestselling phenomenon, The Hypnotist, combines the addictive

power of  The Girl With The Dragon Tattoo with the storytelling drive of  The Silence of  the

Lambs, this adrenaline-drenched tour de force is spellbinding from its very first page.

Reading material: Swedish (571 pp) and English edition.

• No. 1 International Bestseller

• The most sold crime novel in Sweden of  2010

• one of  the best selling Swedish crime novels of  all time

• one of  TIME Magazine’s ‘Top 10 Fiction Books of  2011’

• one of  the Wall Street Journal’s ‘Top 10 Mysteries of  2011’

• A film franchise and a Tv-series is in development with oscar winning producer steve

golin (Spotlight, The Revenant, True Detective, Mr. Robot)

RIghts solD

Bangladesh, Kaloharaph
Bulgaria, Enthusiast
Canada, McClelland & stewart
Catalonia, Ara
China, Beijing Fonghong Media
Croatia, Fraktura
Czech Republic, host
Denmark, gyldendal
Estonia, Pegasus
Finland, tammi
France, Actes sud
Germany, lübbe
Greece, Patakis
Hungary, Animus
Iceland, Forlagi∂
Indonesia, Indraprasta
Israel, Modan
Italy, longanesi
Japan, hayakawa
Latvia, Mansards
Lithuania, Media Incognito
Macedonia, Matica
Netherlands, Cargo
Norway, Cappelen Damm
Poland, Dolnoslaskie
Portugal, Porto
Romania, Paralela 45
Russia, Corpus
Slovakia, Ikar
Spain, Penguin Random house
Sweden, Albert Bonniers
Turkey, Pegasus
UK, harperCollins
US, Knopf

Hypnotisören (The Hypnotist)

C R I M E  F I C T I O N
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Ferocious, visceral storytelling that wraps you in a cloak of  darkness that
almost blots out the light, but still feeds the imagination. It’s stunning.” 

DAIlY MAIl (UK)“

All the hallmarks of  a classic . . . Tense,
clever and multilayered . . . This is crime
writing at its most devilishly involving.”

MARIE ClAIRE (UK)“
FIlM RIghts

US, Anonymous Content



For decades, a secret network in Stockholm has been exploiting young girls,

ruthlessly eliminating anyone who threatens to reveal their secret.

In the third book about the odd duo Teddy and Emelie – the thug and the

lawyer – the noose tightens. The police force has established a special team

to find out just who’s involved in the network, but can’t seem to get close

enough. And who is it that’s trying to silence Teddy and Emelie, using any

means necessary? 

Top Dog is the powerful resolution of  the drama that began in the hit novels The VIP Room

and Stockholm Delete.

Reading material: Swedish edition (470 pp).

• International Bestseller

• 98 000 copies sold in hardcover in Sweden alone

RIghts solD

Bosnia & Herzegovina, sahinpasic
Czech Republic, Zlin
Denmark, Modtryk
Estonia, Varrak
Finland, like
Germany, Btb
Greece, Metaixmio
Hungary, Animus
Lithuania, Media Incognito
Montenegro, sahinpasic
Netherlands, Bruna
Norway, Cappelen Damm
Poland, Marginesy
Portugal, Penguin Random house
Russia, Ast
Sweden, Wahlström & Widstrand
UK, Corvus
US, Vintage

Top dogg (Top Dog)

“ Skillfully and knowledgeably narrated about Stockholm’s under-
world, but also about successful businessmen that behave in a
similar manner, without the consequences having to be the same.”

DAgENs NYhEtER (SWEDEN)

C R I M E  F I C T I O N
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Jens Lapidus
JENS LAPIDUS (b. 1974) is the author of  three of  the best selling Swedish novels this past decade: Easy

Money, Never Fuck Up and Life Deluxe. Through his work as a lawyer, Jens Lapidus has access to a world few

of  us ever get more than a glimpse of. Lapidus represented some of  the most notorious criminals in Sweden,

and is extremely well-informed about the Stockholm underworld; he uses this insight to infuse his crime

novels with authenticity. Displaying an unrivalled sense for the linguistic markers that differentiate people

within a society, Lapidus employs contemporary slang in abundance, adding flavor and color to his

narratives along with a pace that is driven by short, staccato sentences.

FIlM RIghts

Sweden, Filmlance



Emelie Jansson has just been made partner at a prestigious law firm when

she is asked to work with an unusual colleague. Teddy is an ex-con trying to

stay on the right side of  the law while working as the firm’s fixer and Special

Investigator.

Meanwhile, a body is discovered in a remote house in the country after what

looks like an attempted robbery – and a severely wounded man found near

the scene is soon in the frame for murder. Emelie takes on the role of  his defence lawyer. But

when the trail of  evidence leads back to her partner Teddy’s wayward past, Emelie begins to

wonder what she’s taken on.

Stockholm Delete is the story of  people trying to erase their pasts, and who are willing to do

anything to shed their old selves. It tells of  a capricious world that will obliterate some, and

grant others incredible opportunities. This is Jens Lapidus at his explosive best.

Reading material: Swedish edition (484 pp) and full English translation.

• International Bestseller 

• More than 245 000 copies sold in Sweden alone

• Shortlisted for the swedish Academy of  Crime Writers’ Award 2015 for ‘Best Crime Novel’

RIghts solD

Bosnia & Herzegovina, sahinpasic
Croatia, VBZ
Czech Republic, Zlin
Denmark, Modtryk
Estonia, Varrak
Finland, like
Germany, Btb
Greece, Metaichmio
Hungary, Animus
Lithuania, Media Incognito
Montenegro, sahinpasic
Netherlands, Bruna
Norway, Cappelen Damm
Poland, Marginesy
Portugal, Penguin Random house
Romania, trei
Russia, Ast
Sweden, Wahlström & Widstrand
UK, Corvus
US, Vintage

STHLM Delete (Stockholm Delete)

“ Stockholm Delete is intense and hyperrealistic, written by a suspense
novelist who this time has created a near perfectly matched relationship
between the novel’s content and the form in which it is presented.”

DAgBlADEt (NoRWAy)

“ A novel that moves at a breathtaking pace, Stockholm Delete is told in a
tight and effective prose /…/ you just go with it and forget to breathe.”

WEEKENDAVIsEN (DENMARK)

★★★★★★

C R I M E  F I C T I O N
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FIlM RIghts

Sweden, Filmlance



C R I M E  F I C T I O N

Roslund & Hellström
THE MUCH PRAISED AND INTERNATIoNALLy BESTSELLING crime writing duo Roslund

& Hellström – award-winning journalist Anders Roslund (b. 1961) and ex-criminal

Börge Hellström (1957-2017) – are widely regarded as the true successors to the

legendary sjöwall & Wahlöö. The brutal realism and pungent social criticism of

their stories, paired with entertaining action, place Roslund & Hellström, winners of

the glass Key, the swedish Academy of  Crime Writers’ Award and the CWA

International Dagger, in a league of  their own on the Nordic crime writing scene.

Three years later and Piet Hoffman is still on the run with his family: his

beloved wife Sofia, from whom he can no longer hide the truth, and his

sons, Hugo and Rasmus. Far away from his old haunts in Sweden, Piet has

infiltrated the heart of  a cocain cartel on a mission for the American police.

There he’ll be reunited with Police Detective Ewert Grens. This time,

however, they’ll be fighting on the same side.

Three Minutes is the second installment in the Piet Hoffman trilogy.

Reading material: Swedish (460 pp) and English edition.

• No. 1 National Bestseller 

• More than 70 000 copies sold in Sweden alone

Tre minuter (Three Minutes – Piet Hoffman Trilogy Part II)
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An informant is caught between the police he works for, the ruthless

criminal organisation he infiltrates, and the family he loves. Set in present-day

Stockholm, the story revolves around Piet Hoffman – the most successful

infiltrator ever to work for the Swedish police. Moving up in the hierarchy

of  a Polish crime organization, the threat to Hoffman’s life grows parallel

with his ability to stop the organization’s expansion. His mission: to infiltrate

Sweden’s most infamous maximum-security prison. His dilemma: to survive and fail, or to risk

his life and succeed.

Three Seconds is the first installment in the Piet Hoffman trilogy.

Reading material: Swedish (592 pp) and English edition.

• No. 1 International Bestseller 

• No. 8 New York Times Bestseller

• More than 460 000 copies sold in Sweden alone

• Awarded the swedish Academy of  Crime Writers’ Award 2009 for ‘Best Crime Novel’

• Awarded the CWA International Dagger 2011

• Awarded the swedish great Readers’ Prize 2009

• Awarded the Japanese Readers’ Award 2013 for ‘Best Translated Crime Novel’

• Shortlisted for the glass Key 2010 and the Barry Award 2011

Tre sekunder (Three Seconds – Piet Hoffman Trilogy Part I)

RIghts solD

Czech Republic, Euromedia
Denmark, Modtryk
Estonia, Eesti Ramaat
Finland, WsoY 
France, Fayard
Germany, Blanvalet
Iceland, Bjartur & Veröld
Israel, sela
Italy, Einaudi
Japan, hayakawa
Netherlands, De geus
Norway, Cappelen Damm
Poland, Albatros
Romania, trei
Slovakia, Ikar
Sweden, Piratförlaget
Turkey, Ithaki
UK, Quercus
US, Quercus

FIlM RIghts

US, thunder Road



SOON TO BE 
A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE

OPENS WORLDWIDE IN 2018



A young woman is brutally murdered in her home in Reykjavik. The only

witness is her seven-year-old daughter. When another woman is murdered

shortly thereafter, the police are at a loss. A radio-amateur receives peculiar

messages which connect him to both of  the murdered women and his

curiosity drives him to begin an investigation of  his own. Huldar, the male

police officer in charge of  the investigation, and Freyja, the female

psychologist entrusted with the seven year old girl who is their key witness, are forced to work

together. Their collaboration is complicated by the fact that they recently spent the night

together after meeting in a bar where Huldar claimed he was a carpenter from out of  town...

The No. 1 bestselling author yrsa Sigur∂ardóttir shows once again how skilled she is at

creating nail-biting page-turners ripe with fast paced storytelling, lively prose, compelling

characters and intelligent plotting. The Legacy is the first installment in a new series featuring

the psychologist Freyja and the police officer Huldar.

Reading material: Icelandic (381 pp) and English edition.

• No. 1 National Bestseller

• Awarded the Blood Drop 2015 

• Awarded the Danish Academy of  Crime Writers’ Award 2017

• Shortlisted for lovelyBooks’ Der leserpreis 2016

• Shortlisted for the glass Key 2014

RIghts solD

Bulgaria, Emas
Czech Republic, Metafora
Denmark, lindhardt og Ringhof
Estonia, Varrak
Finland, otava
France, Actes sud
Germany, Btb
Greece, Metaixmio
Hungary, Animus
Iceland, Bjartur & Veröld
Italy, Mondadori
Latvia, Zvaigzne ABC
Macedonia, Antolog
Netherlands, Cargo
Norway, Kagge
Poland, sonia Draga
Portugal, Quetzal
Romania, trei
Turkey, Koridor
UK, hodder & stoughton
US, st. Martin’s Press

DNA (The Legacy)

C R I M E  F I C T I O N
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T H E  F R E y J A  &  H U L D A R  S E R I E S

#1 #2 #3

“ We have always been able to rely on yrsa Sigur∂ardóttir for a good story
well told, and The Legacy is no exception. A strong sense of  place,
interesting characters and a chilling plot make The Legacy a novel to savour.”

PEtER RoBINsoN

“ yrsa is one of  the most exciting new
voices in the crime thriller world.”

PEtER JAMEs

Yrsa Sigur∂ardóttir
yRSA SIGURDARDóTTIR (b. 1963) is an award-winning, No. 1 best-selling Icelandic crime fiction author.

Sigur∂ardóttir made her crime fiction debut in 2005 with Last Rituals, the first installment in the Thóra

Gudmundsdóttir series. She has since gone on to write a number of  acclaimed stand-alone thriller novels,

and is to date translated into more than 30 languages. With The Legacy, the first novel in the award-winning

series about child psychologist Freyja and police detective Huldar, yrsa Sigur∂ardóttir has consolidated her

position as one of  the finest crime writers of  our time, and a master storyteller at the top of  her game.



It’s a late summer’s eve in 1990 and five childhood friends have set up camp by

their secret bathing spot, a closed quarry on one of  southern Sweden’s mountain

ridges. The mood is effervescent, but under the surface tensions run deep.

Though the evening is supposed to be a last farewell to their childhoods and each

other, not everyone is ready to let go, or be left behind. When dawn breaks and

the first fall rain has subsided, a body is floating in the dark waters of  the quarry.

The police label it a tragic accident, but not everyone is convinced.

For twenty-seven years, the accident remains an open wound in the community, a conflict waiting

to catch fire. When the old chief  of  police is replaced by Anna vesper, a newly arrived homicide

detective from Stockholm, things start moving. Soon Anna is left with no choice but to ignore all

warnings and reopen the case from that autumn in 1990. An autumn that few will admit to remembering, but nonetheless refuses to

be forgotten.

Deeds of  Fall is the second installment in Anders de la Motte’s series of  stand-alone suspense novels set in southern Sweden. 

Reading material: Swedish edition (421 pp).

C R I M E  F I C T I O N

RIghts solD

Czech Republic, Euromedia
Estonia, Varrak
Germany, Droemer Knaur
Hungary, general Press
Netherlands, De geus
Norway, Aschehoug
Poland, Czarna owca
Russia, Corpus
Sweden, Forum

Anders de la Motte
ANDERS DE LA MoTTE (b. 1971) made his debut in 2010 with Game, the novel which won the swedish

Academy of  Crime Writers’ ‘First Book Award’. De la Motte, a former police officer, went on to win yet

another swedish Academy of  Crime Writers’ Award for ‘Best Crime novel of  the year’ with his second

series’ Ultimatum. Published in 2016, End of  Summer is the first stand-alone installment of  the bestselling and

suspenseful new crime fiction series that has taken Sweden by storm.  

Höstdåd (Deeds of Fall)

Late one summer night in 1983, a five-year-old boy disappears from a remote

ranch on the southern Swedish plains. The only trace he leaves behind is a shoe

out in the cornfields. Despite the joined efforts of  the community, the boy

remains missing and rumours and suspicions run wild. When the fumbling

investigation is finally closed, the sorrow and uncertainty cause the boy’s family to

slowly fall to pieces.

Twenty years later, the missing boy’s older sister veronica is guiding a group therapy session in

Stockholm. Suddenly a young man joins the group and begins to share stories from his childhood,

bewildering memories of  a boy’s disappearance. His story is frighteningly familiar and unsettles

veronica. Reluctantly she is forced to put the fragile peace she has built at risk and return to

southern Sweden and the broken family she left behind. She must find the answer to the question

everyone had turned away from. What really happened that summer night? 

Reading material: Swedish edition (380 pp) and an English sample.

• No. 1 National Bestseller

• 100 000 copies sold in Sweden alone

• Shortlisted for the swedish Academy of  Crime Writers’ Award 2016

RIghts solD

Czech Republic, Euromedia
Estonia, Varrak
Germany, Droemer Knaur
Hungary, general Press
Latvia, Zvaigzne ABC
Netherlands, De geus
Norway, Aschehoug
Poland, Czarna owca
Russia, Corpus
Sweden, Forum

Slutet på sommaren (End of Summer)
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It’s that time of  the year. For the twenty-fourth time, William Wisting gets

out the papers from when Katharina Haugen disappeared. The case was

never solved, and every year since Wisting has called on Katharina’s

husband, Martin Haugen. The steady contact between the police inspector

and the bereaved husband has over the years developed into a friendship.

But this year, Haugen’s house stands empty and dark when Wisting arrives.

on the anniversary of  his wife’s disappearance, Martin Haugen has gone missing.

The same day, Kripos (National Criminal Investigation Service) investigator Adrian Stiller

comes to see Wisting. A young cold case investigator for Kripos, Stiller has uncovered a

connection between Katharina’s disappearance and the missing person case he’s working on. The two must join efforts, but the

collaboration with the complex Stiller will be a challenge for the experienced Wisting. The two driven investigators must all the same

find a starting point they can agree on, and use their combined capabilities to solve the case.

The Katharina Code is the first installment in Jørn Lier Horst’s compelling and already critically acclaimed new crime fiction series, the

Cold Case quartet.

Reading material: Norwegian (384 pp) and full English translation.

• No. 1 National Bestseller 

RIghts solD

Denmark, Modtryk
Germany, Piper
Norway, gyldendal
Poland, smak slowa
Sweden, Wahlström & Widstrand
UK, Michael Joseph (World English)

Katharina-koden (The Katharina Code – Cold Case Quartet Part I)

C R I M E  F I C T I O N
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THE CoLD CASE qUARTET

#1 #2 #3 #4

“The Katharina Code is the best and most ingenious
novel that Jørn Lier Horst has written thus far.”

★★★★★★

tVEDEstRANDsPostEN (NoRWAy)

“The Katharina Code vibrates with
anticipation all the way to the finish.”

★★★★★

DAgBlADEt (NoRWAy)

“With The Katharina Code Lier Horst again delivers an
excellent crime fiction novel with a credible plot.”

★★★★★

østlANDs-PostEN (NoRWAy)

“Lier Horst has truly done it this time.
/…/ Exceptionally well-executed.”

★★★★★★

tøNsBERgs BlAD (NoRWAy)

“Horst invites the readers to join the investigation in a
credible manner that highlights professional practices
in the police and generates a new kind of  suspense.”

★★★★★

BoK 365 (NoRWAy)

2018 2019 2020

Jørn Lier Horst
JøRN LIER HoRST (b. 1970) has with his award-winning crime fiction novels about police inspector William

Wisting joined the elite of  Nordic crime fiction writers. Having worked as a Police officer and Head of

Investigations before becoming a full-time author, Horst brings a unique brand of  suspense and realism to

the table, distinguishing himself  as an expert observer of  human interaction. With his books selling over a

million copies in his home country alone, Horst has established himself  as one of  the most addictive voices

to come out of  Scandinavia. Horst’s Wisting quartet has received such prestigious awards as the Booksellers’

Prize, the Riverton Prize, the glass Key, and the swedish Academy of  Crime Writers’ Award.

FIlM RIghts

Denmark, good Company Films



Fall fog covers the coastal landscape like a blanket and the cabins gaze with

blind windows towards the leaden sea. ove Bakkerud intends to spend a

last, quiet weekend at his summer cottage before closing the place up for

winter. But when he arrives he finds the place a shambles, rummaged by

burglars. And in the neighbouring cottage: a man who has been mangled to

death.

Detective chief  inspector William Wisting has seen grotesque killings before. But the

desperation he witnesses in Stavern this fall is new to him. As if  someone has everything to

win and hardly anything to lose. Therefore he is not very pleased when his daughter Line

settles down in a cabin out at the mouth of  the fjord. His concern increases as they come across

more badly mutilated corpses in the skerries. And dead sparrows start falling out of  the sky.

Reading material: Norwegian (328 pp) and English edition.

• International Bestseller

• More than 140 000 copies sold in Norway alone

• Awarded the Booksellers’ Prize 2011 for ‘Best Novel of  the year’

• Shortlisted for the Petrona Award 2014

RIghts solD

Australia, Affirm Press
Czech Republic, Jota
Denmark, Punktum
Finland, sitruuna
France, gallimard
Germany, Droemer
Greece, Dioptra
Iceland, Draumsýn
Italy, Rizzoli
Korea, Munhakdongne
Latvia, Jumava
Lithuania, Baltos lankos
Macedonia, Begemot
Netherlands, Bruna
Norway, gyldendal
Poland, smak slowa
Portugal, Dom Quixote
Romania, trei
Russia, Ast
Serbia, laguna
Slovakia, Premedia
Spain, Penguin Random house
Sweden, lind & Co
Turkey, Nemesis
UK, sandstone (World English)

Vinterstengt (Closed for Winter – Wisting Quartet Part I)

C R I M E  F I C T I O N
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T H E  W I S T I N G  q UA R T E T

#1 #2 #3 #4

Jørn Lier Horst is one of  the most brilliantly understated crime novelists writing today.”
suNDAY tIMEs (UK)“

Up there with the best of  the Nordic crime writers.”
thE tIMEs (UK)“ FIlM RIghts

Denmark, good Company Films



C R I M E  F I C T I O N

Fun and utterly captivating, The Helicopter Heist is the page-turning inside

account of  how four young men from the Swedish suburbs, each of  a

different nationality, pulled off  “one of  the most spectacular heists of  all

time” (TIME Magazine). 

Until now, the four robbers have never spoken publicly about what went

down before and during the audacious raid in which all emerged unscathed. 

Through meticulous research and countless interviews with the four men, Jonas Bonnier has

crafted a wildly entertaining roller-coaster ride of  a novel, based on the true events of

September 2009’s spectacular heist that stunned the police and turned four gangsters into heroes.

Reading material: Swedish edition (440 pp) and full English translation.

• International Bestseller

• Film rights sold to Netflix with Jake gyllenhaal attached to produce and star

RIghts solD

Arab World, Difaf
Bosnia & Herzegovina, Buybook
Bulgaria, Bard
Canada, simon & schuster
Catalonia, Columna
Croatia, Algoritam
Czech Republic, Zlin
Denmark, gyldendal
Estonia, helios
Finland, tammi
Georgia, Palitra
Germany, Piper
Greece, Dioptra
Hungary, Animus
Iceland, Forlagi∂
Japan, Kadokawa
Korea, the Wing of  thinking
Latvia, lasitava
Lithuania, Baltos lankos
Macedonia, Matica
Netherlands, house of  Books
Norway, Aschehoug
Poland, Znak
Romania, litera
Russia, Ast
Serbia, Vulkan
Slovakia, Albatros
Slovenia, Didakta
Spain, Penguin Random house
Sweden, Albert Bonniers
Turkey, Ithaki
UK, Zaffre
US, other Press

Helikopterrånet (The Helicopter Heist)
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“The Helicopter Heist is the best introduction to the mind of  the criminal world
since the movie Heat /…/ thoroughly excellent and strongly addictive.”

AFtENPostEN (NoRWAy)

“It’s riveting all the way … you are guaranteed
suspense, entertainment, and an excellent read.”

★★★★★

VERDENs gANg (NoRWAy)

“A hardboiled crime novel of  the highest order.”
★★★★★

DAgBlADEt (NoRWAy)

“A true page turner /…/ Finally! Finally a truly excellent Swedish crime novel.”
YstADs AllEhANDA (SWEDEN)

“Read and learn, aspiring crime writers.”
EXPREssEN (SWEDEN)

“Jonas Bonnier tells a fantastic story in a superior manner.”
★★★★★

stAVANgER AFtENBlAD (NoRWAy)

Jonas Bonnier
JoNAS BoNNIER (b. 1963) is a novelist, screenwriter, and journalist. He was the CEo & President of  the

Bonnier Group from 2008 until 2014. The runaway success, The Helicopter Heist, is his first crime novel.

Jonas Bonnier lives with his wife in Miami.

FIlM RIghts

US, Netflix/Nine stories



Michael Katz Krefeld

C R I M E  F I C T I O N

MICHAEL KATZ KREFELD (b. 1966) is one of  Denmark’s most popular and award-winning crime fiction

writers to date. Krefeld began his career in writing as a scriptwriter, penning such acclaimed short films and

Tv series as Nikolaj & Julie, Hotellet and Nynne before he made his literary debut in 2007. His novels have

since won some of  the most prestigious literary awards there are in Scandinavia, in addition to the hearts

of  the Danish and international reading public. In 2013, Krefeld began the Ravn series, his most ambitious

project to date. Krefeld’s Ravn novels have been translated into 18 languages.

35

In The Pact, Ravn puts it all on the line in order to find out who killed his

girlfriend Eva in their home five years ago. New clues lead Ravn to an aging

killer-for-hire and a group of  corrupt police officers with ties to a

terrifyingly influential person in the highest echelon of  society. But it isn’t

till Ravn forms a pact with the gangster kingpin Kaminsky that he gets the crucial knowledge and connections that

will allow him to bring Eva’s killer to justice. But everything has a price. And in this case, the price is 71 million

missing Danish kroner. The Pact is the fifth installment in the series that made Michael Katz Krefeld one of  Denmark’s most widely

acclaimed crime fiction writers to date, and the novel wherein the mystery of  Ravn’s girlfriend’s murder is solved.

Reading material: Danish edition (416 pp).

• Publication date: 2nd November, 2017

RIghts solD

Denmark, lindhardt & Ringhof
Finland, like
Lithuania, Kitos Knygos

Pagten (The Pact)

Detective Thomas Ravnsholdt, “Ravn” to friends and colleagues, has been

suspended from the police force since the breakdown he suffered after the

murder of  his girlfriend, Eva. Full of  self-reproach over Eva’s death, Ravn

tries to dull his pain with alcohol binges on his old boat in the

Christianshavn Canal in central Copenhagen. He’s abruptly yanked out of

his drunken despair when a close friend comes to ask for his help in

finding a young woman, missing since a few years back. The search for the disappeared girl

forces Ravn back to his old workplace – although now as a private investigator – and down

into the seedy underbelly of  Copenhagen. Everything indicates that the girl has been sold to

notorious trafficker Gusto Slavros, who has a network of  brothels all around Europe. But

the leads also point towards Stockholm’s notorious criminal world. Ravn takes off  on a

dangerous journey, racing against time as he tries to find out if  the girl is still alive. But in his

way stands the serial killer who has ravaged Stockholm for years, a sadist who arranges his

victims – all young prostitutes – like terrifying statutes on the city’s garbage dumps, and who

is now setting his sights on his next victim...     

Reading material: Danish edition (322 pp) and full English translation.

RIghts solD

Brazil, Bertrand
Czech Republic, Paseka
Denmark, lindhardt & Ringhof
Estonia, Varrak
Finland, like
France, Actes sud
Germany, goldmann
Greece, Psichogios
Iceland, Draumsýn
Italy, Einaudi
Japan, hayakawa
Lithuania, Kitos Knygos
Netherlands, Prometheus
Norway, schibsted
Poland, literackie
Romania, RAo
Russia, Inostranka
Slovakia, Ikar
Slovenia, ucila
Turkey, Marti

Afsporet (Derailed)

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5
L I N D H A R D T  O G  R I N G H O F  |  K R I M I

I N T E R N A T I O N A L T  D A N S K  K R I M I H I T  U D K O M M E R  I  1 9  L A N D E

T H E  R AV N  S E R I E S



Anne Holt
ANNE HoLT (b. 1958) is one of  Scandinavia’s most successful crime writers with seven million copies sold

around the world. Holt is a former Minister of  Justice, Police Attorney, lawyer, journalist, Tv news editor

and anchor. Her novels are intelligent, accessible, and suspenseful, with engaging and intriguing

protagonists. Tight-knit crime plots are paired with a focus on relational drama. Anne Holt is the author of

the Hanne Wilhelmsen series and the Inger Johanne vik series, as well as the co-author of  the Sara

Zuckerman trilogy. She is the winner of  the Norwegian Booksellers’ Prize and the Riverton Prize, in

addition to being shortlisted for the Edgar Award, the shamus Award and the Macavity Award.

C R I M E  F I C T I O N

In 2001, three-year-old Dina is killed in a tragic car accident. Not long

thereafter Dina’s mother dies under mysterious circumstances, and Dina’s

father Jonas is convicted of  her murder.  

In 2016, the cold case ends up on the desk of  Detective Henrik Holme, who

tries to convince his mentor Hanne Wilhelmsen that the father might have

been wrongly convicted. Holme and Wilhelmsen discover that the case could

be connected to the suicide of  an eccentric blogger as well as the kidnapping of  the grandson

of  a EuroJackpot millionaire.  

In Dust and Ashes is the tenth and final installment in Anne Holt’s successful series featuring

Police Detective Hanne Wilhelmsen. 

Reading material: Norwegian (379 pp) and English edition.

• National Bestseller

RIghts solD

Denmark, gyldendal
Finland, gummerus
Germany, Piper
Italy, Einaudi
Norway, Vigmostad & Bjørke
Spain, Mondadori (World Spanish)
Sweden, Piratförlaget
UK, Corvus
US, scribner

I støv og aske (In Dust and Ashes)

“ Like a mash-up of  stieg larsson, Jeffery Deaver and Agatha Christie.”
DAIlY MIRRoR (UK)

T H E  H A N N E  W I L H E L M S E N S E R I E S

FIlM & tV RIghts

Sweden, Miso

36
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C R I M E  F I C T I O N

During a snowy Christmas season in Norway, psychologist and profiler Inger

Johanne vik finds not only her husband and herself  but also her autistic

daughter drawn into the investigation of  a number of  disturbing deaths. Her

husband, detective yngvar Stubø, has been dispatched to Bergen to investigate

the shocking Christmas Eve murder of  local bishop Eva Karin Lysgaard. In

oslo, the bodies keep turning up – though the causes of  death vary. But

before long, Inger starts noticing a pattern.

Fear Not is a thrilling crime novel that raises questions about religion, human rights, and the very

nature of  love itself. Anne Holt has the courage to go beyond conventional crime writing and

peppers the story with red-hot political issues, criticizing intolerance and revitalizing the genre.

Fear Not is the fourth installment in the Inger Johanne vik series.

Reading material: Norwegian (500 pp) and English edition.

RIghts solD

Bulgaria, Emas
Denmark, gyldendal
Finland, gummerus
Germany, Piper
Italy, Einaudi
Norway, Vigmostad & Bjørke
Poland, Prószynski
Portugal, Bertrand
Romania, trei
Spain, Roca (World Spanish)
Sweden, Piratförlaget
UK, Corvus

Pengemannen (Fear Not)

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5

THE  J OHANNE  V I K S ER I E S

“ Anne Holt is Scandinavia’s answer to Val McDermid, writing dark
and unsettling crime with more than a little wire in its blood.”

EVENINg stANDARD (UK)

“ A genuinely puzzling and deeply unsettling thriller. Anne Holt is the
latest crime writer to reveal how truly dark it gets in Scandinavia.”

VAl MCDERMID

• No. 1 International Bestseller

• Turned into a highly critically acclaimed Tv-series called Modus, produced by Miso Film in

collaboration with tV4 sweden, tV2 Norway, tV2 Denmark, ZDF and RuV. World sales

are handled by Fremantle International

• The Tv-series aired on BBC Four (UK) during 2016

• Season 2 of  Modus has just been green-lit

FIlM & tV RIghts

Sweden, Miso



Arne Dahl

C R I M E  F I C T I O N

ARNE DAHL (b. 1963) is regarded as one of  the finest literary crime writers of  Scandinavia. An award-

winning author, critic, and editor, Dahl is the creator of  the bestselling Intercrime series and opcop quartet.

His books have sold more than 3 million copies, and been translated into 32 languages. For his eminent

authorship, Dahl has been awarded the premier crime writing awards of  Germany, Denmark and Sweden.

In 2016 he began his new series about detectives Sam Berger and Molly Blom.
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When former detective Sam Berger opens his eyes he has no idea where he

is.  Everything is white, a world without shape. But then Molly Blom is at his

side, and Sam realizes that the two of  them are on the run from justice, one

that has stopped living up to its name.

In the breath-taking sequel to the No. 1 international bestseller Watching You,

Sam and Molly are given an assignment with ties to a disturbing case from

the past. The murderer is long since sentenced and imprisoned, but is he really guilty of  the

crime? Hinterlands is a spine-chilling journey towards the ice-cold heart of  darkness, and Arne

Dahl at his best.

Reading material: Swedish edition (378 pp).

• No. 1 International Bestseller

RIghts solD

Bosnia & Herzegovina, sahinpasic
Croatia, Algoritam
Czech Republic, Mladá Fronta
Denmark, Modtryk
Estonia, Eesti Raamat
Finland, Into Kustannus
Germany, Piper
Greece, Metaixmio
Italy, Marsilio
Japan, shogakukan
Netherlands, De geus
Norway, Cappelen Damm
Poland, Czarna owca
Portugal, Dom Quixote
Russia, Ast
Sweden, Albert Bonniers
Turkey, hep Kitap
UK, harvill secker

Inland (Hinterlands)

At each abandoned crime scene there’s a hidden clue: a tiny metal cog,

almost invisible to the naked eye. Someone is sending Detective Sam Berger

a message, someone who knows that only he will understand the cryptic

trail. 

When another teenaged girl disappears without trace, Sam must convince

his superiors that they’re dealing with a serial killer. As the police continue

the hunt to find the latest victim, Sam is forced to unearth long-buried personal demons. He

has no choice if  he is to understand the killer’s darkly personal message before time runs out.

Reading material: Swedish edition (384 pp) and full English translation.

• No. 1 International Bestseller

• More than 150 000 copies sold in Sweden alone

• More than 150 000 copies sold in Germany alone

RIghts solD

Bosnia & Herzegovina, sahinpasic
Croatia, Algoritam
Czech Republic, Mladá Fronta
Denmark, Modtryk
Estonia, Eesti Raamat
Finland, Into Kustannus
Germany, Piper
Greece, Metaixmio
Italy, Marsilio
Japan, shogakukan
Netherlands, De geus
Norway, Cappelen Damm
Poland, Czarna owca
Portugal, Dom Quixote
Russia, Ast
Sweden, Albert Bonniers
Turkey, hep Kitap
UK, harvill secker

Utmarker (Watching You)

“ Brilliant visceral writing with terrific pace, this book grips
you like a vice from the very first line and never lets you go.”

PEtER JAMEs

“ In Hinterlands Dahl has us absorbed in the story straight
away, and once he’s gotten ahold of  us he never lets go.”

gÖtEBoRgs-PostEN (SWEDEN)



T H E  M A R T I N  B E C K S E R I E S

IF ANy CRIME NovELS DESERvE to be called modern classics, it is the ten police

procedurals about Martin Beck and his colleagues. With them, the Swedish author

duo Maj Sjöwall (b. 1935) and Per Wahlöö (1926-1975) virtually created the modern

detective novel. Their imitators are innumerable. The decalogue of  Sjöwall &

Wahlöö, written in the 60s and 70s, is nothing less than the Holy Grail of

Scandinavian crime fiction, a chronicle of  the painful creation of  modern society. 

Sjöwall & Wahlöö

C R I M E  F I C T I O N

RIghts solD

Brazil, Record
Denmark, Modtryk
France, Rivages
Germany, Rowohlt
Israel, Keter
Italy, sellerio
Japan, Kadokawa
Korea, Munhakdongne
Netherlands, lebowski
Romania, Allfa
Russia, Eksmo
Spain, RBA (World Spanish)

Sweden, Piratförlaget
UK, Fourth Estate
US, Vintage (incl. Canada)
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“A superb series of  thrillers.”
lEE ChIlD

“one of  the most authentic, gripping and profound collections of  police procedurals ever accomplished.”
MIChAEl CoNNEllY

“Sjöwall and Wahlöö, beside writers such as Raymond Chandler, Dashiell hammett and georges
simenon, have shaped the genre and the readers’ expectations as to what crime fiction should be.”

Jo NEsBø

“one of  the series that most inspired me. /…/ They changed the genre. Whoever is 
writing crime fiction after these novels is inspired by them in one way or another.”

hENNINg MANKEll

FIlM RIghts

Sweden, Another Park Film

• Introductions to all ten books available from: 

Jo Nesbø, Michael Connelly, Jonathan Franzen, Dennis lehane, henning Mankell, Val McDermid, lee Child, Arne Dahl,

lars Kepler, Åsa larsson, liza Marklund, Jens lapidus, Roslund & hellström, leif  gW Persson, and Anne holt.

Critics have called

the ten Martin Beck

novels among the

best in modern

crime  fiction. Trans-

lated into 35 lan-

guages, they have

sold an estimated

ten million copies.

Edgar Award win-

ning author duo Per

Wahlöö and Maj

Sjöwall had an ambitious goal: to record the course of  society’s development over a decade.

Beginning in 1965, they wrote one 30-chapter mystery every year for ten years. The ten books

combined were meant to be read as one long 300-chapter novel that amounted to a dissection of

Swedish society. 

Reading material: Swedish and English editions.



C R I M E  F I C T I O N
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A man is found in front of  his fireplace, a bullet hole in his chest. Strangely,

he is wearing his daughter’s wedding ring on his pinkie finger. In another

part of  town, a funeral director is desperately searching for his brother. A

brother who doesn’t seem to be missed by anyone else, and the funeral

director fears he might be gone forever. At the same time, a woman is struggling

not to lose control over her life as her husband turns ever more dangerous.

Time is running out, and it’s getting more and more difficult to protect herself  and her children.

When Fredrika Bergman and Alex Recht uncover a connection between the cases, they’re

pulled into a quickly escalating spiral of  events where old sins return to haunt all involved.

Someone is leaving messages for Alex, wanting to put everything to rights. But who is the anony-

mous writer behind the letters, and why does the perpetrator always seem to be one step ahead? 

The Flood is an intensely thrilling crime fiction novel wherein that which was once forgotten is

brought to light once more, with deadly consequences. The Flood is the sixth installment in the Fredrika Bergman series.

Reading material: Swedish edition (443 pp).

RIghts solD

Czech Republic, Zlin
Denmark, Modtryk
Finland, WsoY
France, J’ai lu
Germany, Blanvalet
Hungary, Animus
Iceland, Forlagi∂
Norway, gyldendal
Poland, Prószynski
Sweden, Piratförlaget
UK, simon & schuster

Syndafloder (The Flood)

T H E  F R ED R I K A  B E RGMAN  S E R I E S

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6

“ Unbearably thrilling /…/ the plot is a complex and intelligent labyrinth, and
more than once you wonder how the author will be able to tie it all together.
But of  course she can and does – leaving the reader utterly done in!”

EXPREssEN (SWEDEN)

Kristina Ohlsson
KRISTINA oHLSSoN (b. 1979) is one of  Sweden’s most successful authors of  crime fiction and children’s

books. Before becoming a full-time writer in 2012, Kristina worked for the oSCE (the organization for

Security and Co-operation in Europe), the Swedish Security Service, and the Ministry of  Foreign Affairs.

Her crime novels about Fredrika Bergman have repeatedly been shortlisted for the swedish Academy of

Crime Writers’ Award for ‘Best Crime Novel of  the year’, and featured prominently on bestseller lists

around the world. Kristina ohlsson has rapidly established herself  as a highly popular author with a broad

fan base of  adults as well as children.

FIlM & tV RIghts

Sweden, Black spark Film & tV
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“ Buried Lies and Mio’s Blues are all-together terrific, their narrative
form innovative, and with them Kristina ohlsson positions herself
as one of  Swedish crime fiction's most interesting names right now.”

BERlINgsKE (DENMARK)

Kristina ohlsson is back with an intriguing new voice and protagonist in a

thrilling diptych that goes to the darkest depths of  society. In Buried Lies,

ohlsson turns her eye to the sleek but venomous world of  lawyering, where

some of  Sweden’s sharpest women and men vie for prestige, money, and

power. Life spells posh and sexy – but for Martin Benner, a defense attorney

at the very top of  his profession as well as his social sphere, the polished

exterior is about to buckle under a case brought by the mysterious Bobby T, who needs his

help vindicating his sister Sara and finding her lost son, Mio. The only problem is, Sara is a

self-confessed killer who recently took her own life after escaping custody. Her son has

accordingly been written off  as just another victim by the authorities and the media. But as

Martin starts pulling at loose ends, he finds himself  pulled headlong into a case that will transform the lives of  everyone around him.

In his pursuit of  truth, he will learn that no matter how well we suppress our past, it can always catch up, pull our dreams out of  reach,

and ultimately destroy us.

Reading material: Swedish edition (434 pp).

• International Bestseller 

• More than 140 000 copies sold in Sweden alone

RIghts solD

Czech Republic, Zlin
Denmark, Modtryk
Finland, WsoY
Germany, Blanvalet
Hungary, Animus
Iceland, Forlagi∂
Norway, gyldendal
Poland, Prószynski
Sweden, Piratförlaget
UK, simon & schuster

Lotus blues (Buried Lies – Martin Benner Part I)

Where is Mio? The question won’t allow Martin Benner any peace of  mind.

He has been dragged into the pursuit of  the missing four-year-old against

his will. Martin also needs to figure out who’s trying to frame him for

murders he didn’t commit. Investigators are closing in on him, and time is

running out. Meanwhile, the bodies continue to pile up. The people with

whom Martin has shared his story begin to die, one by one. Martin’s

paranoia only grows worse, and he doesn’t know who to trust anymore. The clues point in the

most implausible direction. It gradually becomes clear that the identity of  the killer and that

of  Mio’s kidnapper are one and the same. Martin realizes that he cannot save both Mio and

himself. He has to choose.

Mio’s Blues is the second and final part of  Kristina ohlsson’s heart-stopping diptych about Martin Benner. 

Reading material: Swedish edition (400 pp).

• International Bestseller

• More than 100 000 copies sold in Sweden alone

RIghts solD

Czech Republic, Zlin
Denmark, Modtryk
Finland, WsoY
Germany, Blanvalet
Hungary, Animus
Iceland, Forlagi∂
Norway, gyldendal
Poland, Prószynski
Sweden, Piratförlaget
UK, simon & schuster

Mios blues (Mio’s Blues – Martin Benner Part II)

E n  M A RT I N  B E N N E R - d ec k a r e
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C R I M E  F I C T I O N

The Thirst continues the story of  No. 1

bestseller Police, Harry Hole’s last outing in

2013, which saw the maverick cop

protecting those closest to him from a

killer wreaking revenge on the police. The

Thirst will see Harry drawn back to the

oslo police force when a serial killer begins targeting Tinder

daters with a signature killing method that leads Harry on the

hunt of  a nemesis from his past.

Reading material: Norwegian edition (527 pp).

RIghts solD

Arab World, Arab scientific
Brazil, Record
Bulgaria, Emas
Canada, Random house
Catalonia, Proa
Croatia, Fokus
Czech Republic, Zlin
Denmark, Modtryk
Estonia, Varrak
Finland, Johnny Kniga
France, gallimard
Germany, ullstein
Greece, Metaixmio
Hungary, Animus
Iceland, Forlagi∂
Israel, Babel
Italy, Einaudi
Korea, Viche

Latvia, Zvaigzne ABC
Lithuania, Baltos lankos
Netherlands, Cargo
Norway, Aschehoug
Poland, Dolnoslaskie
Portugal, Dom Quixote

Romania, trei
Russia, Inostranka
Serbia, laguna
Slovakia, Ikar
Slovenia, Didakta
Spain, Penguin Random house 
Sweden, Albert Bonniers
Taiwan, Azoth (Complex Chinese)

Thailand, Welearn
Turkey, Dogan Egmont
UK, harvill secker
US, Knopf

Tørst (The Thirst)

“ Jo Nesbø is my new favorite thriller writer and Harry Hole my new hero.”
MIChAEl CoNNEllY

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10 #11

Jo NESBø (b. 1960) is the author of  the critically acclaimed and internationally bestselling crime series

featuring Police Detective Harry Hole, and he is also the author of  several stand-alone novels and the

Doctor Proctor series of  children’s books. Translated into over 50 languages, Nesbø’s novels have sold

more than 36 million copies world wide. He is the recipient of  countless international awards and is

universally hailed as one of  the finest crime writers in the world. 

Jo Nesbø

• No. 1 International Bestseller

• The largest first print-run in Norwegian publishing history

• The eleventh novel in the Harry Hole series

• The most anticipated Scandinavian novel of  2017

• Awarded the Nordic Noir thriller of  the Year Award

T H E  H A R R Y  H O L E S E R I E S

FIlM RIghts

US, Working title/universal
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The Snowman is the seventh novel featuring

Harry Hole, and the first since Nesbø’s

debut novel The Bat to pit the ethylic oslo

detective against a true serial killer. The

Snowman murders only when the first

snow falls, choosing unfaithful wives as his

victims and turning them into snowmen – literally. With its

impeccable timing and high degree of  complexity, this sad

tale of  parenthood, vanity, and loss only confirms Jo Nesbø’s

place in the international pantheon of  contemporary writers

of  crime fiction.

Reading material: Norwegian edition (450 pp).

RIghts solD

Arab World, Arab scientific
Azerbaijan, Qanun
Brazil, Record
Bulgaria, Emas
Canada, Random house
Catalonia, Proa
China, Booky (Simplified Chinese)
Croatia, Fokus
Czech Republic, Zlin
Denmark, Modtryk
Estonia, Varrak
Finland, Johnny Kniga
France, gallimard
Georgia, Palitra
Germany, ullstein
Greece, Metaixmio
Hungary, Animus
Iceland, Forlagi∂
India, star Publications
Israel, Babel
Italy, Einaudi
Japan, sogo sha

Korea, Viche
Latvia, Zvaigzne ABC
Lithuania, Baltos lankos
Macedonia, tRI
Netherlands, Cargo
Norway, Aschehoug
Poland, Dolnoslaskie
Portugal, Dom Quixote

Romania, trei
Russia, Inostranka
Serbia, laguna
Slovakia, Ikar
Slovenia, Didakta
Spain, Penguin Random house
Sweden, Albert Bonniers
Taiwan, Azoth (Complex Chinese)

Thailand, Welearn
Turkey, Dogan Egmont
UK, harvill secker
Ukraine, Folio
US, Knopf
vietnam, Nha Nam

Snømannen (The Snowman)

“ The Snowman is a book as fathomless as the snow, as luminous and abstract
as Beethoven’s Late String quartets and a very jarring and unique literary
experience. It exists on a recognizable plane of  propulsive energy undercut
with the irony that moulds all kind of  fiction, including my own.”

JAMEs EllRoY

“ The Snowman by Jo Nesbø is relentless. His terrifying
transformation of  a childhood icon permeated my sleep.” 

PAttI sMIth

• No. 1 International Bestseller

• Awarded the Norwegian Booksellers’ Prize 2007

• Awarded the Norwegian Book Club Prize 2007

FIlM RIghts

US, Working title/universal



Persson is more authentic than stieg larsson …
With this amazing novel, Persson proves himself
to be a significant voice, classic yet original, on the
overly-exhausted Scandinavian crime fiction
scene. A blend of  tradition and innovation.”

lA REPuBBlICA (ITALy)

“

The Sea Scout Edvin is put ashore on the island of  ofärdsön to look for

mushrooms. Instead, he finds a half-buried skull.

Despite Edvin only being ten years old, he knows just what to do. Stuffing

the skull into a plastic bag, he runs off  from the Scout camp and heads

straight home to his neighbor – Detective Evert Bäckström.

Can One Die Twice? is the fourth installment in the Evert Bäckström series.

Reading material: Swedish edition (492 pp).

• National Bestseller

• More than 250 000 copies sold in Sweden alone

RIghts solD

Czech Republic, Moba
Denmark, Modtryk
Finland, otava
Germany, Btb
Italy, Marsilio
Norway, Vigmostad & Bjørke
Poland, Czarna owca
Russia, Centrepolygraph
Slovakia, Marencin
Sweden, Albert Bonniers

Kan man dö två gånger? (Can One Die Twice?)

T H E  B Ä C K S T R ö M  S E R I E S

#1 #2 #3 #4

C R I M E  F I C T I O N
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Leif GW Persson
THE CRITICALLy ACCLAIMED and immensely popular Leif  GW Persson (b. 1945) chronicles the political

and social development of  modern society in his dark, complex and humorous crime novels, in which

the social realism of  a Balzac or a Dickens blends with the hard-boiled street lingo of  a James Ellroy,

along with dry-witted sarcasm and an unparalleled knack for satire. one of  the most successful Swedish

writers of  all time and a three-time recipient of  the swedish Academy of  Crime Writers’ Award,

Persson has also won the glass Key, the Danish Academy of  Crime Writers’ Award, and the

Finnish Academy of  Crime Writers’ Award.

FIlM RIghts

Sweden, Yellow Bird
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